Inside Earth and Planets- Test Analysis + Study Plan
Standards

Score/Percent

Retake?

Yes or No

1a. The refraction and reflection of seismic waves as
they move through one type of material to another is
used to differentiate the layers of Earth’s interior.
Earth has an inner and outer core, an upper and
lower mantle, and a crust.
1b. The formation of the planet generated heat
from gravitational energy and the decay of
radioactive elements, which are still present today.
Heat released from Earth’s core drives convection
currents throughout the mantle and the crust.
Questions you
got wrong

Short summary about what it was about

Silly mistake
(S) or Did Not
Know (D)

Glue this side into your notebook

STUDY PLAN: STEP 1: Figure out what you need to study.
 Look over study
guide(s)

 Look over notes in
ILL

 Look over
checklist(s)

 …and identify with sticky notes/highlight what you need to study more
and make a list of it!

STUDY PLAN: STEP 2:


Day 1

You should try to do this AT LEAST 3 days in advance!

Choose at least 2 different ways to study - put a goal date in the box for each day you study., then Initial when you have done the activity
for at least 15 minutes..
Day 2

Day 3

Your
Initials

Activity
If you want to study VISUALLY (seeing and looking)
Make flashcards of vocab, concepts, etc. Use color and images to help.
Draw images of the words and ideas you need to know (try a chart format).
Find videos online about the topics to get more information.
Write as much as you can about the unit info from memory. Check it with notes.
Make a concept map/web connecting ideas together – define and make images
Look over notes-write the ideas you don’t know over&over until you remember!
Create your own quiz – try to make complex questions and answer them all.
If you want to study AUDITORIALLY (listening)
Make a song about the information and sing it or just sing your notes!
Find a video online that helps review the information and watch it.
Record yourself reading the notes/study guide and listen to it a few times.
Have someone quiz you or read the notes/information with you – repeat them.
Form a small study group (2-4 people) and talk about ideas/quiz each other).
Listen to music as you study flashcards/rewrite your notes. Think about the music during the quiz!
Make up rhythms as you read the notes out loud – you can remember the pattern of rhythm during the quiz.
If you want to study ORALLY (speaking)
Make a song about the information and sing it or just sing your notes!
Read the notes/study guides out loud to yourself or a friend/family member.
Explain the ideas in your own words out loud.
Create a story about the information and act it out.
Have someone quiz you or read the notes/information with you – repeat them.
Form a small study group (2-4 people) and talk about ideas/quiz each other.
Create mnemonic devices to help you remember – say them out loud.
If you want to study KINESTHTICALLY (moving your body)/TACTILELY (touching objects)
Make flashcards and stick them around your room – walk around and review.
Make up body movements/dance movements for the different concepts.
Act out ideas from the unit. You can mime them or talk about them as you do it.
Think about different places you learned the ideas. Think of those places (or list them) as you study – the memory of the place will help you
remember better.

Draw images, make paintings, make a sculpture about the ideas.
Make flashcards (1 for the word/idea, 1 for the definition) and play Memory.
Fidget! Study flashcards while you fidget (tap your leg, etc.)-you’ll remember the ideas better if you then fidget during the assessment.

